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Abstract
In some studies experience-dependent eye movements have been reported with as well as without conscious awareness. Thus,
our study aims to clarify if experience-dependent eye movements are influenced by mainly implicit or explicit memory
processes. Participants saw in experiment 1 photographed scenes that were novel, repeated or repeated with a manipulation
(object added /removed). In experiment 2, participants viewed novel and repeated scenes distributed over three days.
Participants subsequently had to recognize whether the scenes were novel, repeated or manipulated. In both experiments,
experience-dependent eye movements were observed when participants were aware of the manipulation or repetition as well
as when they were unaware. In contrast to previous studies, our results suggest that explicit as well as implicit memory
processes have an influence on experience-dependent eye movements.
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1. Introduction
Perceptual and cognitive processes have an impact on eye movement patterns during complex scene 
perception (Henderson, Weeks, & Hollingworth, 1999). Besides sensory and short-term memory it seems that the
patterns depend on prior experience. For instance, in a study from Ryan, Althoff, Whitlow, and Cohen (2000)
participants saw novel scenes, repeated scenes and repeated scenes with an alteration. Two effects were reported: 
First, for repeated scenes fewer fixations were made and fewer regions were sampled (repetition effect). Second,
in repeated scenes with a manipulation an increase of the fixations in the altered region occurred (manipulation
effect). Thus, long-term memory is probably involved in changed eye movement patterns.
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But long-term memory is not a unitary system. It is composed of distinct structures that depend on different 
brain systems (Tulving & Schacter, 1990; Squire, 2004). One distinction can be made between implicit and 
explicit memory. Both systems differ in terms of awareness of what has been learned and the conscious 
availability of the learned content. The described effects above were only observed, when implicit memory was 
involved and the participants were unaware of the manipulations (Ryan et al., 2000). In contrast another study 
reported contradictory results. The manipulation effect was only observed with explicit memory processes and 
when participants were aware of the manipulations (Smith, Hopkins, & Squire, 2006). The different outcome 
could be caused by different task demands. In the study from Ryan et al. (2000) each image was accompanied by 
an instruction, which oriented participants to the altered region. In contrast, Smith et al. (2006) explicitly 
instructed the participants to pay close attention during the presentation so they might be able to recognize them 
later. Because different task demands can bias more toward explicit or implicit memory processes, such 
differences can have a strong impact on the outcome (Schacter, Bowers, & Booker, 1989).  
So far it is unclear which kind of memory has the strongest influence on these different eye movement 
patterns.  The aim of the present study is to answer the following question: Are experience-dependent eye 
movement patterns mainly determined by implicit or explicit processes? For this purpose we conducted two 
experiments. In the first experiment we mainly investigated the manipulation effect, while in the second 
experiment we focused on the repetition effect. 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Experiment 1 
2.1.1. Participants 
Twenty healthy undergraduate students from Bielefeld University were recruited for payment (ten females, M 
= ). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave their written informed consent 
to participate in the study.  
2.1.2. Stimuli and design 
The method was similar to the previous studies from Ryan et al. (2000) and Smith et al. (2006). The stimuli 
set consisted of 40 photographed scenes. For each scene there was an original and a manipulated version. Both 
versions were counterbalanced across participants. Further the scenes were subdivided into three blocks and three 
conditions: novel, repeated and manipulated. Participants saw the same eight original scenes in the first two 
blocks and then the manipulated version in the third block. The remaining scenes were distributed over the novel 
and repeated conditions. Each block consisted of 24 trials. A trial started with a fixation cross. During the 
fixation cross a drift correction was provided to recalibrate the eye tracker. Then, a scene was shown for 5 
seconds. Between the blocks one minute elapsed. After the third block, participants had to identify whether the 
photos in the third block were novel, repeated or manipulated scenes and to name the manipulations. In contrast 
to the other previous studies participants were asked to simply look at the scenes. On a written instruction was 
explained that the recorded eye movements were collected to train a computational model. This instruction was 
used to avoid a bias towards more explicit or implicit memory processes. 
Eye movements from the dominant eye were recorded on all three blocks with an Eye Link II at 500 Hz. 
Behavioral responses were recorded with Presentation Software (15.0 02.08.12) from Neurobehavioral Systems. 
2.1.3. Data analysis 
Two sets of measures were taken, to assess how eye movement patters during viewing changed. The repetition 
effect was analyzed by two measures: First, the number of fixations while a scene was viewed and second the 
number of different regions that were sampled (each scene was divided into a 4 by 4 grid). The manipulation 
effect was analyzed by four measures. First, the proportion of fixations into the manipulated region, second, the 
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viewing time spend in the manipulated region, third, the number of transitions into/out of the manipulated region, 
and fourth, the number of the first gaze into the manipulated region. 
2.2. Experiment 2 
2.2.1. Participants 
Another sixteen healthy graduate students from Bielefeld University participated for payment (seven female, 
M They all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave their written informed consent to 
participate in the study. 
2.2.2. Stimuli and design 
The methodological design based on the study from Smith and Squire (2008). The same stimuli set of 240 
photographed scenes were used. In contrast to their study our experiment was conducted over three days. On the 
first day the participants saw 60 novel scenes and 60 repeated scenes. On the second day another 60 novel scenes 
and the same 60 repeated scenes from the first day were presented. All together participants saw 240 trails on the 
first both days. Again a trial started with a fixation cross, during which a drift correction was provided. Then, a 
scene was shown for 5 seconds. The instruction was the same as in experiment 1. On the third day followed a 
recognition task. The 120 novel as well as the 60 repeated scenes from the first two days were shown plus 
additional 60 novel scenes. The participants had to identify whether the scenes were presented on the first, the 
second, or the third day or on all three days. To avoid any contamination of the eye movements through the 
explicit memory demands of the recognition task, eye movements were recorded only on the first two days. The 
apparatus was the same as in experiment 1. 
2.2.3. Data analysis 
Two measures were taken to assess how eye movement patterns between novel and repeated scenes during 
viewing changed: First, the number of fixations while a scene was viewed and second, the number of different 
regions that were sampled (each scene was divided into a 4 by 4 grid). 
3. Results 
3.1. Experiment 1 
First, we tested if the eye movements are different between repeated and novel scenes in block 2. For repeated 
scenes the number of fixations decreased significantly in contrast to novel scenes (t(19) = 2.65, p = .016, d = .43 
). Furthermore, significantly fewer regions were sampled when the scenes were repeated as when they were novel 
(t(19) = 3.22 , p = .004, d = .61).  
During the recognition test participants identified 81.6 % of the images from block 3 correct as novel and 78.3 
% correct as repeated (all values above the chance level of 33 %, p < .05). From the manipulated images 
participants could correctly identify 36.2 % as manipulated and were able to name the manipulation. In this case 
they were designated as aware. In 63.8 % of the manipulated images participants could not identify them as 
manipulated or were not able to name the manipulation. Then, they were designated as unaware. Three 
participants detected in no image a manipulation and one participant was excluded because of technical problems 
during the recognition test. 
To test whether manipulations had influenced viewing behavior, repeated images from block 3 were compared 
with the same images from block 1 and the manipulated images from block 3 were compared with the original 
version in block 1. Repeated and manipulated images only differed in the manipulated region. The other regions 
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were identical. If viewing behavior between repeated and manipulated images is different, it should only be 
influenced by what has changed in the manipulated region. 
Table 1. Results for the manipulation effect 
 
 Block 1 Block 3 
 Repeated Original Repeated Manipulated 
    Unaware Aware 
 M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Proportion of fixations 
in the altered region (in 
%) 
 
21.31 5.86 19.98 6.56 22.22 8.65 28.97 9.41 43.82 17.91 
Viewing time in the 
altered region (in ms) 
 
1039 403 1091 444 1223 590 1401 577 2237 941 
Number of transitions 
into/out of the altered 
region 
3.21 .97 3.37 1.16 3.37 1.34 3.74 1.41 3.56 1.46 
Number of the first 
gaze in the altered 
region 
4.68 1.60 3.74 1.82 3.58 2.58 3.53 2.36 3.19 2.34 
 
When participants were aware of the manipulation a manipulation effect was observable (see table 1). In block 
3, they proportionally looked more often in the altered region and spent more viewing time in the altered region 
than in the same region in block 1 (for fixations: t(15) = -5.61 , p < .001 , d = 1.40; for viewing time: t(15) = -
5.35 , p < .001 , d = 1.34). But the same effect occurred when participants were unaware of the manipulation (for 
fixations: t(18) = -3.32 , p = .004, d = .76; for viewing time: t(18) = -2.08, p = .05, d = .48). The number of 
transitions into/out of the altered region and the number of the first gaze into the altered region did not change 
significantly when participants were aware of the manipulation or when they were unaware. The only differences 
were that the effect was more prominent when participants were aware. In contrast a manipulation effect for 
repeated images did not occur (for fixations: t(18) = -0.72 , p = .48 , d = -.16, for viewing time: t(18) = -1.64 , p = 
1.18 , d = -.37).         
3.2. Experiment 2 
To test whether the repetition of a scene has an influence on eye movement behavior, repeated and novel 
scenes on day 2 were compared (see table 2). Independent of awareness, participants made significantly less 
fixations in repeated scenes than in novel scenes (t(15) = 3.42 , p = .004, d = .85). Also fewer regions were 
sampled when the scenes were repeated as when they were novel (t(15) = 2.08 , p = .055 , d = .51). 
During the recognition test on day 3 participants identified 65,6 % of the images correct as repeated and 48,4 
% of the images correct as novel on day 2 (the recognition rate for day 1 was 38,8 % correct and for day 3 82,1 % 
correct; all values were above the chance level of 25 %, p < .05). 
When participants were aware that an image was repeated, they made significantly fewer fixations and 
sampled less regions in contrast to images correct identified as novel (for fixations: t(15) = 4.39 , p < .001, d = 
1.09; for sampled regions: t(15) = 2.09, p = .49, d = .52). A similar effect occurred, when participants were 
unaware that an image was repeated. They also made significantly fewer fixations, but the number of sampled 
regions did not decreased significantly compared to images correct identified as novel (for fixations: t(15) = 2.78, 
p = .014 , d = .69; for sampled regions: t(15) = .90, p = .38 , d = .22).     
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Table 2. Results for the repetition effect in block 2 
 
 Novel Repeated 
 Aware Unaware Aware Unaware 
 M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Number of fixations  17.13 1.78 16.56 2.28 16.19 2.10 16.31 2.41 
Number of regions 
sampled 
7.81 1.22 7.75 1.34 7.44 1.21 7.63 1.50 
 
4. Discussion 
In two experiments we examined whether implicit or explicit memory processes have a stronger influence on 
experience-dependent eye movement behavior. In the first experiment we observed a repetition and a 
manipulation effect. During the second experiment a repetition effect occurred. In general, both effects were also 
reported in previous studies (Ryan et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2008). In contrast, in our 
experiments the manipulation and repetition effect occurred when the participants were aware of the 
manipulation or repetition as well as when they were unaware. But the effects were more prominent when they 
were aware. 
The different outcome could result from the following differences: First, we avoided any explicit task 
demands or accompanied tasks, because such directives are known to bias participants to use more explicit 
strategies (Schacter et al., 1989). Second, the complexity of the used sets of scenes might differ between these 
earlier studies and ours with respect to parameters like luminance or saliency. Alterations in a less complex scene 
are more likely to be explicitly detected than in a more complex scene (Treisman & Gelade, 1980;  & 
, 2004). A third reason for the different outcome could be that the manipulation affected the semantic 
content of the scenes. Such changes tend to be detected more explicitly (Hollingworth & Henderson, 2000). In 
general, the probability that scenes are implicitly processed could be negative affected when stimuli are 
recognizably manipulated. Then, participants would probably use more explicit than implicit strategies (Althoff 
& Cohen, 1999). 
Thus, in a following study it would be of interest to investigate in more detail how scene complexity 
influences explicit and implicit memory processes on experience-dependent eye movements.          
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